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Alprotect Carbon

Alprotect Nova

Almost any colour in the spectrum

Black is the new black

New colo ur range
Carbon technology releases creativity in colour
design for low-rise buildings. From bright and pastel
shades to dark and intensive hues, there are few
limitations with Alprotect Carbon.
This is because Alsilite Sc Carbon, the patented
carbon reinforced render is developed to withstand
exceptionally high levels of thermal stress, meaning
expansion and contraction cycles no longer need
restraining by only using light, coloured reflective
finishes.

Up to Light reﬂectance value 12

High-rise building, unsurpassed colour range ... With
Alprotect Nova you can integrate very dark colours
into contemporary high-rise façade design – Almost
any finish colour in the spectrum is possible … from
black to white.
This is because Alsilite Sc Nova, the patented lightweight carbon reinforced render and Alsicolor Nova,
the silicone-resin nano-technology finish coat, bond
both mechanically and chemically to diffuse thermal
stress through the system.

Up to Light reﬂectance value 5
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Almost any colour in the spectrum is possible with
Alprotect Carbon

Black rendered façades are in high demand and now possible
with Alprotect Nova.

Alprotect Carbon

Alprotect Nova

Ticks all the boxes in terms of reaction to fire

Staying cool – with fire protection class A

For low-rise building, alsecco carbon technology
provides more than adequate protection to fire. That
is why the Alprotect Carbon is recommended and
approved for use on buildings where good flame
resistance is required

If you require the ultimate fire protection for your
building, Alprotect Nova is officially “best in class”.
Alprotect Nova has recently secured European
approval for installation in non-flammable areas
meaning that if fire-protection is a primary concern,
this system offers unrivalled performance.

Optimum ﬁr e protection
pr
Reaction to ﬁre - Class B
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Fire protection - Class A
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Alprotect Carbon

Alprotect Nova

Beautifully efficient

Beautifully insulated

Slim-line insulation
ns
Suitable for creative new-build or refurbishment of
existing buildings, Alprotect Carbon comfortably
meets even the most stringent heat insulating
requirements. With a thermal conductivity of
0.032W/mK and a maximum installed thickness
of 400mm, the patented black and white “alsecco
Dalmation” board exceeds the insulation performance
of conventional white or platinum bead EPS boards.

Architectural beauty must also represent energy
conservation. However, satisfying a buildings energy
performance criteria should not mean compromising
on looks. Alsitherm Nova 035 facade insulation board
helps the architect meet both design and efficiency
aspirations. The “A” rated mineral insulation has
a thermal conductivity of 0.035W/mK providing
efficiency without the thickness.

The slim-line insulation board means that projections
and interface details are kept to a minimum. This helps
slim down costs and create sleek building lines.

Thermal conductivity: 0.032 W/mK

Thermal conductivity: 0.035 W/mK
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Spotted, thin and highly efficient – characteristic features of the
Alsitherm Carbon 032 insulation board.

Good insulants do not have to be thick – Alprotect Nova meets the
optimum standards with just 200mm.

Alprotect Carbon / Alprotect Nova

Alprotect Carbon / Alprotect Nova

High impact resistance
Facades are exposed to many external influences
and that is something we can never change. However
with Alsecco Carbon you can defend against impact
damage consequently reducing the visible effect
of everyday wounds to our facades. Alprotect
Carbon and Alprotect Nova are so tough, they stay
immaculate for years on end!
High impact resistance is not only a question of
technical detail, it’s a question of beauty! Increasing
the durability of the façade by specifying Alprotect
Carbon or Alprotect Nova ensures that facades remain
intact and consequently retain their beauty for longer –
Even in the abusive environments.
The high impact resistance is based upon unique
patented carbon fibre reinforcement.
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Impact resistance up to 60 joules

Extremely impact-resistant: EWI systems with carbon
technology keep their promises.

Alprotect Carbon / Alprotect Nova

Superior elasticity combined with impressive tensile strength

Flexible
Flexi render
Alsilite Sc Carbon and Nova… the only lightweight
render systems that offer freedom of colour choice
through extremely high elasticity and optimum
tensile strength.
All renders experience extreme stress through
warming and cooling cycles on their surface. For
many renders, the effects of these cycles must be
controlled by only selecting highly reflective, less
absorbant colours for the finish coat. However, the
highly elastic nature of Alsilite Sc carbon reinforced
renders means that the system can expand and
contract far more without cracking and colour
restrictions no longer apply!

Easy to apply
Thanks to their outstanding product characteristics,
Alsilite Sc Carbon and Alsilite Sc Nova also have
good application properties. The two lightweight
systems can be easily and quickly applied to walls,
offer superb adhesion and add very little weight to
the façade.
Lasting colour brilliance
Lasting colour brilliance can be achieved by finishing
the system with alsecco Clean Concept nanotechnology, silicone paint. Alsicolor Carbon and
Alsicolor Nova are water and dirt repellent and have
outstanding colour stability meaning façades remain
clean and colour vibrant for far longer.
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Maximum resistance to cracking under thermal load

The high elasticity of the lightweight render makes the extremely
low light reflectance value 5 possible.

Easy application, excellent adhesion: The lightweight render
sets the standard in ease of application.

Water and dirt simply roll
away thanks to nanotechnology properties

